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Stardust is an item found in Pokemon Go, a new augmented reality game for iPhone (iOS) and Android. It serves to increase CP (combat power) and HP your Pokemon, the main attributes for gym battles. The item cannot be purchased from the store and is purchased only if you perform certain tasks. Learn how to get Stardust and check
out tips to take advantage of the Pokemon bonus. Read the full review of Pokemon Go Capture Pokemon Capture provides more Stardust (Photo: Reproduction/Such Oak) The easiest and fastest way to catch an item by capturing Pokemon. With each capture you get 100 Stardust and 3 candies. That is, the more Pokemon you catch, the
more items you will have in the inventory. However, while candy is specific to each kind of monster, Stardusts can be used on any Pokemon. Hatching eggs you will also get Stardust with every egg that hatches. It's not as easy as grabbing, but it guarantees some extra items for those who like to walk. Don't forget to lay eggs in the
incubator so they hatch during the walk. The number of Stardust will depend on the number of kilometers (2 km, 5 km or 10 km). Protecting gyms Being a gym leader or defending your team also has its advantages. Reaching level 5 and selecting a team, you can help them by placing Pokemon in the gym for combat. In doing so, you will
earn Stardust through the Defender Bonus. Earn Stardust by hatching eggs or protecting your team's gym (Photo: Reproduction/Such Oak) Free download from the TechTudo app: get technical tips and news on Android or iPhone If you have Pokemon in your team's gym, open the menu store and click the shield icon in the top right of the
screen. Every 21 hours you get 500 Stardust and 10 PokeCoins. If the gym doesn't allow more trainers, use the training option to climb prestige and level, making room for more Pokemon. When should I use Stardust? You can use Stardust with Level 1, but the advice is to keep them when your coach level is higher. After level 15, you'll
find stronger versions of the same Pokemon and others with CP above 500. So you won't spend your Stardusts trying to increase the power of weak Pokemon. Save your Stardusts for High CP Pokemon (Photo: Play/Such Oak) Capture a few Pokemon and collect Stardust and Candy. Use them to evolve and increase the CP and HP of
your already strong Pokemon. Also look out for the Pokemon CP bar above your image. If it's almost all filled, about 90%, it means you only need to use Stardust once or twice. How to incorporate augmented reality Pokemon Pokemon on the TechTudo forum! Pokemon Go is not as easy as it seems, there are many advanced activities
that are a little hidden from the overall player. One of the things that can pass without a user, carried away is Stardust. Stardust earn in a variety of ways through points and play the role of developing CP (Power Combat or Combat Level) captured Pokemon, and it is important to participate in fights in gyms, for example. How to win
Stardust 1. Capture Pokemon: The easiest and fastest way to win Stardust is to capture the little monsters. Each captured Pokemon generates 100 points, regardless of its strength, whether it is a lightweight creature to find, or if it is rare. So if you want to win Stardust you have to make a lot of points and accumulate them by picking up as
many Pokemon as possible. 2. Hatching Eggs: Another way to get points and earn Stardust is to hatch eggs, but this is one of the hardest ways to achieve your goal. To do this, you need to walk from 2 to 10 km with an open application for hatching eggs. When the item opens, you get a new creature and score XP, stardust, and candy. 3.
Protect the Gym: You can leave the Pokemon Protection Gym once you are at trainer level 5. When you enter the Store section, you will see a shield icon in the top right corner of the screen, which means the number of Pokemon stored in the gym, and every 21 hours you will be eligible for 10 Pokemon and 500 Stardust points. Do you
like this story? Subscribe to Canaltech for daily updates with the latest news from the tech world. Update: 2020/2/16 23:09 Learn the best methods for collecting Stardust in this guide! Also included is how to get Stardust effectively and what you can spend it on. Check out how to earn XP fast! The best way to earn StardustMethod 1:
Hatch EggsHatching Eggs is one of the easiest and fastest ways to get Stardust into Pokemon Go! You can walk to hatch several eggs at once as long as you have incubators for it. Allows you to get thousands at a time. Stardust Reward for Hatching EggsType from EggStardust Sum2 KM400 - 8005 KM800 - 16007 KM800 No. 160010
KM1600 and 3200Method 2: Catch PokemonCatching Pokemon may not give as much Stardust as hatching eggs, but it is more consistent and takes less time. Use Lure Modules and incense to attract Pokemon, making it easier for you to earn Stardust! Check how to catch Pokemon easily! Earn more Stardust for Weather Boosted
Pokemon Weather there is a bonus to the amount of Stardust you earn while catching them. Be sure to check the weather conditions and what Pokemon suffer from it! Check out the weather system here! Stardust to catch PokemonType from PokemonNormal TheWeather Boosted AmountBase Form 100125In the evolution300375Finable
evolution500675Dful ways to earn StardustDoing any of the following will also give you some Stardust, but they are not as good as doing the previous above. Doing them independently will give you a few Stardust.Joining PVP BattlesEven, if you win or lose the PVP Battles, you will get rewarded for your efforts. It's an accident, so you're
not quite sure what you'll get, but there's a chance that you'll get Stardust! Check out how PVP Combat Guide is here! Winning Raid BattlesRaid Battles is an uphill battle, but it will lead you with some good items and even a legendary Pokemon. One of the awards is Stardust! Check out the raid battle guide! Received from Gifts BoxesGift
Box content is also random, but it also has a chance to give you a few hundred Stardust. There's no limit to how much Stardust you can open during the day so open as much as you can! Events and the item that boost Earned Starduste there are events that include a feature that multiplies the amount of Stardust you get! There's also an
item that you can use to increase the number of Stardust you get whenever you want. Use Starpiece to enhance Stardust EarnedStarpieces to increase the amount of Stardust you earn from any source within 30 minutes! The time when you're going to hatch a lot of eggs and/or are about to start a Pokemon catching session to get the
best out of it! Some special events have Stardust multipliers there are special events in Pokemon Go where the number of Stardust you get will be upgraded! Follow The Community Days and Raid Boss ads to get more Stardust.Check Out What Is EventsHere! To power Pokemon, you'll need both Stardust and their respective nods. It will
take a large amount of Stardust to constantly power Pokemon so be sure to save a lot for them. Best to use with the legendary/ultimate evolution of PokemonDon't spend its Stardust powering up the basic form of Pokemon! It's best to align the legendary Pokemon such as Mewtwo or any of the legendary birds, or the final evolution of
Pokemon like Dragonair.Check Out The Strongest List of Pokemon! Recommended for Pokemon with high IVHigh IV Pokemon have the best statistics capabilities. Incorporating them will give higher statistics, including improved health, attack and defense among others. Check out the IV Guide here! Unlock Extra Pokemon
MovePokemons start with only two moves. You can unlock another Move charge using Stardust and Pokemon Candies. It will take a lot of kind and stardust though. Required to trade Pokemon To be able to trade Pokemon with another player, you will need to pay a little Stardust in the first Having the best level of friendship will give you a
stardust discount so it will take less Stardust to trade! Check out how to trade Pokemon! Pokemon GO Stardust If you're a player who likes to do a lot or feeding your Pokemon to the extent they can be raided (solo and duet especially), then you may be in that population of players who are struggling with their star dust numbers. In this
article, I hope to shed light on the prospect of stardust grinding and use in various aspects of the game. This article covers: Getting dust first, we really touch a little bit on how to get this precious stardust. Stardust has put together several different ways. The easiest and most common, just catch Pokemon. Below is a chart on the amount
of dust catching Pokemon rewards you. Basic Evolution Second Evolution Third Evolution No Weather Pulse 100 300 500 Weather Pulse 125 375 625 No Weather Pulse, with a star piece 150 450 750 weather pulse, with a star piece 187 562 937 The third evolution to catch dust is by far the most enticing but rare. Most players catch all
the basic evolution of Pokemon with a rare sighting of the second evolution Mon. Word on the street says that the rare Chimecho will give a base of 1000 stardust when caught, so if you find yourself with Chimecho caviar, be sure to catch it! As mentioned in our latest Stardust article, catching 100 basic Pokemon evolution without weather
boosting is a mere 10,000 stardust that will help you with very little in the world of stardust. There are a few fixes on the star dust system mentioned in this article, so there's no need to go into this topic here. Egg hatching is another of the most common ways of getting star dust, although it is much slower. Egg hatching can provide quite a
bit of dust, especially during double dust for hatching events. The amount of star dust scales with the distance of the egg you hatch, the chart below gives details. Without a Star piece with a star Piece 2 km egg 400-800 600-1200 5 km and 7 km egg 800-1600 1200-2400 10 km egg 1600-3200 2400- 4800 As you can see, If you have a
batch of eggs ready to pop this in your favor to the pop star piece, hopefully before they start hatching! You can maximize the star dust benefits of eggs this way! Gifts and PVP provide a chance to get stardust. Gifts can give 100 star dust per beam, up to a beam of 3, for 300 stardust. Star shapes affect this, giving 150 stellar dust per
beam, up to a beam of 3 to 450 stellar dust. PVP can give 500 stardust in real-time battles and master league battles against team leaders, for bundle up to 2 spills for 1000 stardust. Star shapes also affect this, giving 750 stardust up to 2 beams for 1,500 stardust. You can open 20 gifts a day and get rewards from 3 PVP battles every
day, so while it's a limited and random number of chances, everyone counts a little bit. The quests can also give you stardust with rewards ranging from 100-1000 Dust behind the quest and 150-1500 stardust behind the quest with a star piece running. Raids also give you stardust, 1000 stardust for each raid whether you are you Or not.
It's 1,500 stardust with a star piece running. This latter method is reliable but expensive, but can push you a little in the dust quickly. Many people call nanab gym berries to feed berries and for good reason. Never remove them from your bag! They can be used in other ways than to make your Pokemon less nervous. When you walk past a
gym occupied by your team, or press the Go to the Gym button from the Pokemon Protection page, you can feed the berries. Each berry gives 20 stars. You can feed 10 berries per Pokemon every half hour, for every Pokemon in the gym. If you feed 10 berries to 6 Pokemon, you do with 1200 star dust. The star parts affect this, making
each berry worth 30 stardust. By feeding 10 berries to 6 Pokemon with a star piece, you will get 1800 stardust. As mentioned, it will take 60 berries for each time you do it. This is a more passive method because when you have too many berries and not enough space. Back to the beginning of The Use of Dust Trading By this point, we are
all very familiar with trading, but here's a reminder of how the level of friendship affects the cost of stardust for bidding. Level Regular and Regional Brilliant and Legendary caught new caught new good friends 1 day 100 20000 20,000 1,000,000 Great Friends 7 days 100 16000 16000 800,000 Ultra Friends 30 Days 100 1600 1600 8000
Best Friends 90 Days 100 800 800 40000 Yikes that can get expensive. Our first tip is to keep these shiny new and legendary trades for best friends only!!! (Yes, even if they cry that Ultra Friends is close enough). Our second tip is to catch enough Pokemon to catch up with what you are trading. One normal Pokemon and one normal
trade. The trading limit for each day is 100, and although most players don't beat that target every day, trading 100 normal Pokemon back and forth costs 10,000 stardust. It's a lot of stardust I know I don't believe when I go on a back and forth shopping spree with my friends. Back to Top Second Charge Move Still very simple use of dust,
you can use stardust and candy to unlock the second charge to move on To The Pokemon! Unfortunately, it's not cheap, especially in the case of legends. There are a few niche situations where good Pokemon have a cheaper cost for a second turn, such as kids who cost only 10,000 stardust and candy. If you plan to give your baby
Pokemon a new step, always do it before you develop! Once you develop, it can start to cost upwards of 50,000 stardust! Honestly, there is no other tip I have to give your Pokemon a second step. If you want to give your Mewtwo Thunderbolt and Shadow Ball, you just have to bullet on that one. Choose wisely, 100,000 stardust 1000
regular caught Pokemon, or 800 weather has increased the basic evolution of Pokemon. Below is a diagram of what Pokemon classes require, that dust and candy cost to give a second step, to view the view Second Charging Move Unlock Costs Category Dust Cost Candy Cost 1 km Buddy Distance, Babies, Starters 10,000 25 3 km
Buddy Distance 50,000 50 5 km Buddy Distance 75000 75 20 km Buddy Distance (Legends and Myths) 100,000 100 Back to the top of the food now in the most important part, food up. In the past and even now, the food of Pokemon is the heart and soul of a good PVP and raider team. You can only get so far using all levels 15, 20, and
25 research and raids rewards. Niantic recently made powering a little easier in the form of lucky Pokemon, but some people don't seem to realize the full effect of lucky Pokemon on the cost of powering up. Here are some tables detailing the cost of feeding Pokemon from different levels. Non-Lucky Power-Ups Level 1-40 270000 Stardust
Level 15-40 (Research) 246400 Stardust Level 20-40 (Raid) 225,000 Stardust Level 25-40 (25-40 ()Weather Increased Raid) 194,000 Stardust Level 30-40 (max non-weather elevated level) 150,000 Stardust Level 35-40 (maximum weather raised level) 88,000 Stardust Lucky Power-Ups Level 1-40 135,000 Stardust Level 15-40
(research) 123200 Stardust Level 20-40 (raid) 112500 Stardust Level 25-40 (weather increased raid) 97,4000 Stardust Level 30-40 (maximum non-weather elevated level) 75,000 Stardust Level 35-40 (maximum weather increase level) 44,000 Stardust Cost of power to lucky Pokemon fantastic investment of stardust. Having access to the
lucky basically allows a maximum of two for the price of one. It costs less stardust to max level 1 lucky Pokemon than it costs to max level 25 weather boosted by a boss raid, or even a level 30 wild to find if it says anything for you. Luckies also have an 4th floor of 12/12/12, giving them a higher chance of being worthy of powering up.
Sometimes, it's even worth it to max lucky Pokemon just because (usually if it has 15 attacks), even if it's not 90% IV, because it's an easy investment (given you have candy, which in the case of legends is a real problem here). There are also more flaws with the lucky ones, since they were introduced long after the trading feature was
announced, and then after all traded from all their old Pokemon, Niantic announced a guaranteed happy system! Not to mention the fact that children's accounts that haven't been relaunched completely from scratch on Niantic Kids still don't have access to any friend's features, including trading, blocking them from getting lucky at all. Back
to Top Final Words This article is designed to make you think about all the different ways you can get stardust and all the different ways you can use stardust in relation to how much you can get. That doesn't mean you have to maxing lucky Pokemon just because you can max two of them, not one, but it will help people understand that
maybe they should try to get more lackeys (even if that's just what... Good luck. and maybe even get good power up to decent Pokemon. Never be ashamed of maxing out Pokemon, trading Pokemon or giving Pokemon a second time. People will always come at you with I only power hundos or do I never make a special deal or use
stardust? I've never used it, I have 10 million. What you do with your stardust is what you want to do with it. It can be replenished in more than one way. One. pokemon go how to get stardust reddit. pokemon go how to get stardust hack. how to get more stardust in pokemon go hack. how to get free stardust in pokemon go. how to get
unlimited stardust in pokemon go. how to get a lot of stardust in pokemon go cheat. how to get more stardust pokemon go reddit. how to get free stardust in pokemon go hack
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